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the film went ahead as planned. the film went on the floors and was
ready for release in april 2012. it was a huge hit, the largest marathi

film of that year. and it has a record of 15+ years of run. [2] i was
very happy at the success of the film. we were thrilled. we thought
we had made the ultimate sai film. [3] but then i was offered to star
in another movie. i met my husband and we discussed it. he said he
had already cast someone in the role of the mother. i was reluctant

to say yes. a dialogue is just one of the many steps involved to get a
film made. i thought that just accepting an offer is one step, it is too
late to reconsider. i refused. but i was told that i could say yes when
the role is offered to me. i was told to say yes, that the director has
seen my performance in the mother role in the film. [4] i was told

that it is a role that i have to play and if i don't want to, the director
will not cast me. [5] i did not need the permission of my husband. i

did not have a choice. i said yes. [6] i am the mother of the
protagonist and its very important role. [7] my husband (deepak) was
very happy. [8] he was proud. [9] my mother cried on my shoulder on
hearing the news. i did the role and played it in the film. my diction in
marathi is very poor. i could only speak the film dialogues. i did not
learn any dialogue for the role. if anything went wrong, i just said,
"ma satya" and they would change it. that's how it happened. the

first time, i said "ma satya" and they changed it. later, i did it again
when i did a difficult scene. but in the whole film, i did not do much. i
did not try acting. i did not try to perform. i just gave an impression

of the mother.
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while working in the marathi industry for sometime, in 1996, they
decided to come back to films and make “a group of marathi films".
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with the help of kishori, the first marathi film, chimneya chitra was
released in 1999, and was a commercial hit. in the year 2000, they
released the acclaimed film rangoon, which was feted by the critics.

in the same year, they released two more hits, marghasutra and
meena, and thus began their golden period. kishori becomes an

overnight sensation as a good actress. their dual success continues
till 2008 with the release of jeevan jyoti and hasa shaare mere. over
the years, she has worked with many of the reputed film directors.

kishori is not only popular in marathi, but also in hindi films. her box
office collection of marathi films is even better than that of marathi

films. her role in bomb blast has one of the highest star-cast,
complete with a star-studded cast- which includes rajiv kapoor,

amrish puri, vinod khanna, suresh oberoi, kader khan, amjad khan,
neelam kothari, naseeruddin shah and more. in an interview, kishori

gives the credit for her success to the audience and her effective
performance in films. she says, “i believe in audience’s appreciation.

i prepare myself well and well.. every time i go on the sets, i know
what role i am supposed to play. i do what i feel. if the audience like

it, i am happy.” in 2007, kishori had her first political role in hindi
film, amar akbar anthony. it was her first experience of working with
a director and a producer of hindi films. she remembers, “i was really
nervous about the whole experience. while shooting in delhi, i could

not read any of the dialogue. it was like two different scripts.”
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